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Abstract

With the rapid growth of multimedia content in wireless communication,
there is an increasing demand for efficient image and video transmission sys-
tems. We present a joint source-channel matching scheme for wireless video
transmission which jointly optimizes the source and channel coder to yield the
optimal transmission quality while satisfying real-time delay and buffer con-
straints. We utilize a parametric model approach which avoids the necessity of
having detailed a priori knowledge of the coders, thus making the scheme ap-
plicable to a wide variety of source and channel coder pairs. Simulations show
that the scheme yields excellent results and works for several different types of
source and channel coders.

1 Introduction

The advantages of jointly optimized source-channel coding for image transmission
over systems with finite delay and complexity constraints have by now been widely
demonstrated (see [1] for a extensive survey as well as the references in Section 1.1);
many different groups have developed methods achieving significant improvements
in performance over conventional techniques for wireless image transmission. Due
to typically higher data rates and a broad spectrum of applications, wireless video
transmission is likely to be of even greater interest, yet relatively little work on joint
source-channel video coding has appeared. Video source coders are generally more
complex than image coders. Most importantly, real-time delay constraints and rate
and buffer control introduce significant new challenges which must be addressed in
effective joint-source channel coding for wireless video transmission.

Real-world system implementations often involve the additional constraints of
preselected source-channel coder pairs (often based on standards such as H.263 or
MPEG), varying transmission conditions, and heterogeneous multimedia content.
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Figure 1: Joint Source-Channel Coding

Thus it is also desirable to develop a general matching scheme, which not only can be
applied to a wide variety of source-channel coder pairs and varying channel conditions,
but which also provides optimal visual quality under all circumstances.

This paper presents such a scheme for wireless video transmission. It utilizes a
parametric model of the source coder performance to provide generality, and opti-
mizes the end-to-end performance while including the critical delay, rate, and buffer
control constraints required by video. Its effectiveness and generality is illustrated
using two block-transform-based video source coders (Motion-JPEG and Conditional
Block Replenishment) and the Reed-Solomon channel coder. The system should also
work with other source and channel coders, such as motion-compensation-based video
coders (MPEG, H.263) and convolutional channel coders.

1.1 Joint Source-Channel Matching

Most current image and video source coders are optimized to give the best perfor-
mance at a certain rate while assuming all the coded bits are received perfectly.
Likewise, most existing channel coders are designed for a specific channel and target
BER without explicit regard for the source characteristics. Figure 1 illustrates the
motivation for matching jointly the source and channel coder. In Figure 1, the left-
most plot shows that increasing the source coding rate (less compression) decreases
the final end-to-end distortion; the rightmost plot shows that increasing channel pro-
tection can reduce possible channel errors, which also decreases the final end-to-end
distortion. However, because we have a limited channel capacity, there is a funda-
mental trade-off between these two rates. The curves (p1, p2, p3) in the middle plot
show how a conventional system with fixed source rate and channel protection per-
forms for different channel situations. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
different parameters lead to optimal performance; a jointly optimized source-channel
coder can obtain maximal performance in all regimes.

The advantages of joint source-channel coding for image transmission have been
extensively studied; here we present an incomplete list of previous research: Davis
and Danskin [2] described a joint source-channel allocation scheme for transmitting
images losslessly over block erasure channels such as the Internet; Ramchandran et
al. [3] studied multiresolution coding and transmission in a broadcasting scenario;
Azami et al. [4] acquired performance bounds for joint source-channel coding of uni-



form memoryless sources using binary decomposition; Belzer et al. [5] developed a
joint source-channel image coding method using trellis-coded quantization and con-
volutional codes; Sherwood and Zeger [6] investigated unequal error protection for
the binary symmetric channel; and Man et al. [7] examined unequal error protection
and source quantization. A general method which can be applied to most source and
channel coders can be found in [8].

Joint source-channel coding for wireless video transmission is much less mature.
Ortega and colleagues have made important contributions, particularly in the key
area of rate control [9] [10], which is discussed next.

1.2 Rate Control

Rate control is a key issue in video transmission [9] [10], since a small, finite de-
lay between transmission of frames must be obtained. Furthermore, in a practical
implementation the decoder usually has a finite decoding buffer-size and a constant
decode-flow.

Suppose we have a video frame sequence divided into groups of pictures (GOPs)
of size N . Each picture or frame is coded to have a stream length of s(i, qi) in bits,
where i is the frame index and qi is the source-coding rate-control factor (for example,
the quality factor in JPEG coding). For the transmission of the ith frame a certain
amount of protection, denoted by pi, is used. Then the buffer occupancy bi after
frame i is transmitted can be expressed as

bi = max(bi−1 + s(i, qi) + pi − R, 0), i = 1, 2, . . . , N (1)

where R is the constant decoding stream flow (stuffing-bits will be added to avoid
underflow when bi is smaller than zero). The buffer size constraint is then represented
as

bi ≤ bmax, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (2)

where bmax is the finite decoding buffer size. The optimization thus becomes a con-
strained problem.

1.3 General System Diagram

Without specifying the actual source and channel coders, our scheme can be illus-
trated using a general system diagram (Figure 2) which contains seven major blocks.
Although the exact implementation of these blocks may differ for different coders,
they take advantage of the minimal control we have on the coders such as source rate
and protection symbols.

2 Motion-JPEG and RS coder

We demonstrate the flexibility and generality of our method by applying it to two
different source coders. In this section, we use Motion-JPEG as the video source
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Figure 2: General System Diagram

coder and Reed-Solomon (RS) channel coder. Motion-JPEG is perhaps the simplest
existing video coder; it simply codes each frame in JPEG format and transmits the
coded frames sequentially. In spite of its simplicity, it is commonly used because of
the constant frame quality, its ability to start decoding at any particular frame, and
no frame-to-frame error propagation. The limited frame delay constraint of real-time
video introduces a significant challenge over previous work involving images.

2.1 Motion-JPEG Video Coder

The JPEG [11] image coder is an efficient and popular image coding method which is
also used by many video coding standards, such as Motion-JPEG and MPEG, to code
individual frames. It is important to note that because of the non-progressive nature
of the JPEG bitstream, a random error in the bitstream will introduce unpredictable
distortion (sometimes even total image loss), as opposed to progressive coders such
as SPIHT [12], where the bits are ordered by importance.

Thus we define the expected end-to-end distortion for JPEG-coded frames as

D = Pffail × Dloss + Pfsucc × Dsucc (3)

where Dloss and Dsucc are the resulting final distortions corresponding to a failed
frame transmission and a successful frame transmission, respectively. Pfsucc and
Pffail are the probability of successful frame transmission and probability of frame
transmission failure respectively.

2.2 Reed-Solomon Coder and Packet-Based Approach

Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [13] are a well-known class of block codes with good error-
correction properties. We chose them to demonstrate our scheme because of their
ability to correct channel burst errors, which are common in a wireless environment.
An RS code defined by (n, k, t) is a length-n code which contains k = n − 2t source
symbols, 2t protection symbols, and can correct t symbol errors. There are RS codes
for various n, most commonly n = 2m−1 where m is the symbol length in bits (in our
scheme we will use m = 8, because we usually access images in bytes). An (n, k, t)
code will be unable to recover the original k data symbols if more than t errors occur.

Since the RS coder creates fixed-length codes, we employ a packet-based approach
in channel coding, in which each transmission packet is an RS coding unit containing



both the source symbols and protection symbols. In order to calculate the expected
distortion, we define, for video transmission, the frame transmission success probabil-
ity, Pfsucc, as:

Pfsucc =
M∏

n=1

Ppsucc (4)

Ppsucc =

p/2∑
k=0

(
L

k

)
Pes

kPss
L−k (5)

Pss = 1− (1− Peb)
m (6)

Peb = Q

(√
2Eb

N0

)
(7)

where Ppsucc is the packet transmission success probability, M is the total number
of packets to transmit, Pss is the symbol transmission success probability, L is the
packet length, p is the number of protection symbols in each packet, Peb is the bit-
error probability, m is the number of bits per symbols, Eb is the fixed power per
bit, and N0

2
is the channel noise variance. In these equations, the binomial pdf is

used to determine the probability of packet error with the safe assumption that a bit
error results in a symbol error. In order for the above equation to be valid, sufficient
interleaving must be employed so that the independence assumption is satisfied.

2.3 Problem Formulation

To formulate the problem when the source coder is Motion-JPEG, we assume that
we have a series of video frames that are divided into GOPs of size N . We define
the optimization problem as minimizing the final end-to-end distortion across the two
variables q and p while meeting the buffer constraint, where q is the quality-factor
used to JPEG-encode each frame, and p is amount of protection used for transmitting
all the packets contained in a certain frame.

A more general problem formulation would have a quality factor and protection
amount associated with each frame. However, experimental evidence revealed that
the distortion vs. quality-factor curve and the source rate vs. quality-factor curve are
very similar for all the frames in the same GOP except when there is a scene change.

The final optimization problem can be formulated as finding the optimal scalars
q and p which minimize the final distortion, D:

D =
1

N

N∑
i=1

D(i) (8)

D(i) = Pfsucc(p)× d(q) + Pffail(p)× dconceal(i) (9)

Pfsucc =

M(q)∏
n=1

Ppsucc (10)



Here D is the average end-to-end distortion, D(i) is the expected distortion for the
ith frame, Pfsucc(p) and Pffail(p) are the frame transmission success and failure
probabilities when we use p protection symbols for each block, d(q) is the distortion
for each frame when coded using quality-factor q, and dconceal(i) is the distortion
when we use the i − 1th frame in place of the ith frame.

We must also satisfy the following decoding buffer-size constraints:

bi = max(bi−1 + s(q) + p − R, 0) (11)

bi ≤ bmax, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (12)

where s(q) is the frame length when coded using quality-factor q, and L is the pre-
defined RS packet size.

2.4 Implementation Issues

The constrained optimization problem described above is solved using a gradient-
projection or penalty function algorithm, and generally requires no more than three
iterations to converge. The system complexity is of the same order as DCT coding.
While the basic algorithm above is conceptually straightforward, there are quite a
few detailed implementation issues involved in a practical scheme. For details and
the system diagram of our proposed real-time system, please refer to [14].

3 Conditional Block Replenishment and RS coder

We chose the Conditional Block Replenishment (CBR) coder as our second example
because of its wide usage in video conferencing applications, where the frames consist
of mostly still background and not much movement, and in multicast systems such
as M-Bone on the Internet. It has certain advantages, such as coding simplicity and
substantial robustness to transmission errors, over motion-compensation-based video
coders like MPEG.

3.1 CBR Coder Basics

A CBR coder works in the following fashion: first, blockwise differences between two
consecutive frames are calculated, and then only those blocks with a difference greater
than a certain predefined threshold are coded and sent. There are several ways to
encode the blocks; the most common is DCT coding, followed by quantization and
symbol coding.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Instead of using just the minimal average mean square distortion as the optimization
criterion, here to demonstrate the generality of our scheme, we utilize another type of
criterion based on the characteristics of the human visual system (HVS). It is known
that the HVS is very sensitive to image quality variation; in other words, a video



sequence with a constant or near-constant level of distortion is more desirable than
one with lower average distortion but higher variability [15]. Thus in our optimization
scheme, we are trying to achieve an optimal balance between the average image
distortion and image quality variation, while at the same time satisfying the rate-
control constraint. This can be mathematically represented as:

D =
1

N

∑
di(ti) (13)

V = σ(d),d = (d1(t1), d2(t2), ..., dN(tN)) (14)

di(ti) = Pffail × dconceal(i) + Pfsucc × dsucc(i, ti) (15)

bi = max(bi−1 + s(q) + p − R, 0) (16)

bi ≤ bmax, i = 1, 2, ..., N (17)

where D is the final average frame distortion, V is the standard deviation of the
vector d, which consists of individual frame distortion values, di(ti), and ti is the
threshold value used in coding the ith frame. The other variables are defined as in
the Motion-JPEG section.

As is the case with the Motion-JPEG example, there are several implementation
issues affecting this scheme’s efficiency and effectiveness. For implementation details
and a system diagram, please refer to [14].

4 Results

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods by applying them to real
video sequences transmitted over simulated additive white Gaussian noise channels.
For the simulations, we use the following video parameters: the testing sequence is
the 352 × 240 Football sequence (which is considered a difficult sequence); we use
an RS coder size of 256 symbols (2048 bits), a decoder buffer size of 21,120 bits
(approximately the size of two compressed motion-JPEG frames), a constant decode
flow of 15,840 bits (approximately 1.5 times the compressed frame size), and a GOP
size of 20.

4.1 Motion-JPEG and RS Coder

The end-to-end performance (PSNR) over a range of SNRs for motion-JPEG video
with RS channel coding is illustrated in Figure 3. The results using our optimal
matching algorithm are compared with the performance of three conventional fixed-
rate/fixed-protection solutions. For SNRs below a threshold, the fixed solutions ex-
hibit rapid deterioration to very poor performance, while above the threshold their
performance saturates at a level well below the optimal. In contrast, the source-
channel matched solution exhibits excellent performance over a very wide range of
channel SNRs and always performs at or above the performance of any fixed system.
This illustrates the advantages both of optimal parameter matching and the ability
of this method to obtain maximal performance at all times under varying channel
conditions.
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Figure 3: Motion-JPEG and RS Coder Simulation Results
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Figure 4: Conditional Block Replenishment and RS Coder Simulation Results

4.2 CBR and RS Coder

The end-to-end performance (PSNR) over a range of SNRs for CBR-coded video
with RS channel coding is illustrated in Figure 4, where the standard default JPEG
quantization matrix was used. (As expected, the CBR coder requires much less
bandwidth than the Motion-JPEG coder to achieve the same PSNR.) The results
using our optimal matching algorithm are compared with the performance of three
conventional fixed-rate/fixed-protection solutions.

From the average frame PSNR plot we can reach the same conclusions as in
the Motion-JPEG case: our scheme truly minimizes the end-to-end distortion in all
channel situations, while systems not employing joint source-channel matching either
behave badly in certain regions or fail to take advantage of a favorable channel. From
the frame-quality-variation plot we observe that although our scheme does not always
give the smallest variation, the variation is always small and quite acceptable, and
those configurations which give smaller variations always have a much greater average
frame distortion; our scheme truly strikes a balance between the average frame quality
and the quality variation. By putting different weights on these two criteria, we have



another degree of freedom to adapt to user requirements.

5 Conclusions

Generally higher rates, more complex coders, and, most importantly, real-time de-
lay and buffer-size constraints, create additional challenges for joint-source channel
matching for video in comparison with methods for image transmission. We have
developed a general scheme to implement joint source-channel matching for wireless
video transmission which offers very high performance over a wide range of chan-
nel conditions, has a computational complexity of the same order as fixed schemes,
and which can be easily adapted to a wide variety of source and channel coders.
Simulations with real video sequences demonstrate the dramatic performance bene-
fits obtained over conventional fixed systems and the ability to adapt optimally to
varying channel conditions. Our system is truly general because of an inexpensive
parametric-model approach for characterizing the source-coder performance, which is
implemented online by evaluating a few “control points” followed by interpolation.
Thus our method can easily be applied to a large number of coders, including stan-
dard ones, without modification or explicit knowledge of their internal structure. In
future work we will apply our scheme to motion-compensation-based video source
coders such as MPEG and H.263, other channel coders such as convolutional coders,
and other channel models such as fading channels.
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